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About This Game

You are the last hope. Can you explore the strange Martian stuctures and reveal their secrts? Can you survive to discover what
happens to the men who manned the previous missions?

Features

Survive the Red Planet: Over 20 levels filled with otherwordly hazards and enemies.

Live Forever: Unlimited lives - never see a Game Over screen again!

The Mystery of Mars: A mysterious and fascinating story.

Total Recall: Game saves, high-score table and keyboard configuration.

Controller Support: Partial Xbox 360 Controller support.
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Publisher:
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In "Monuments of Mars" you explore the red planet in order to find out what happened to former astronauts not coming back
from their mission.
This game from 1991 is an Apogee title I did NOT play during my childhood (I played a lot of Apogee games) so 31 year old-
me experienced this crude-looking mars mission first-time.

Every screen you enter and leave is its own level. So you have to make your way to the exit but every level gets a bit more
challenging. Either its aliens, laser guns shooting at you, other lasers (or electricity, it depends), spikes or other traps, you should
survive it all. And also think your way out in order to open closed gates or use moving platforms wisely. And that's pretty much
it.
And the control is very basic and easy, so no complaint about that.

Sure, it looks very dated and barely even has sound but if you like playing games like this one for nostalgia and don't feel
bothered by all this you can get some nostalgic, cool sci-fi entertainment out of this.. Monuments of Mars plays somehow
\/somewhat like "Pharaoh's Tomb" - just better since its..."playable". So you can give this game sure a try and should avoid
Pharaoh's Tomb, if you are going to play Monuments of Mars.

The Hitboxes are better, the riddles more fun and the gameplay itself doesnt feel "that bad".

Still Nowadays more or less a "Timewaister" and you should maybe play it only for the "retro" feeling since its aged badly....
Clunky, outdated, but so good.
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